
Contact your dealer

These specification details do not apply to any particular product which is supplied or offered for sale. The manufacturers reserve the right to vary their specifications, including 
colour, with or without notice and at such times in such manner as they think fit. Major as well as minor changes may be involved. Every effort, however, is made to ensure the 
accuracy of the particulars contained in this brochure. This publication shall not constitute in any circumstances whatsoever an offer by the Company to any person. All sales 
are made by the Distributor or Dealer concerned subject to and with the benefit of the standard Conditions of Sales and Warranty given by the Distributor or Dealer, copies of 
which may be obtained from him/her on request. Whilst efforts are made to ensure specification accuracy, brochures are prepared and printed several months in advance of 
distribution and consequently cannot always immediately reflect either changes in specification or in some isolated cases the provision of a particular feature. Customers are 
always advised to discuss specification details with the supplying Dealer or Distributor, especially if your model selection is dependent upon one of the features advertised.

Jazz

Honda Access Europe N.V. Industriezone Noord V, Wijngaardveld 1, B-9300 Aalst, Belgium
www.honda-access.com

To discover more about the wide range and application of the 2011 Jazz Genuine Accessories range, go to www.honda-access.com 
or visit your local authorized Honda dealer: 

Genuine Accessories



Genuine Accessories: define your drive.
The new Jazz has been designed with flexibility and practicality in mind. This means that you’re now able to choose from a whole range of Genuine Accessories to enhance and 
personalize your Jazz styling and experience.
Naturally, each Genuine Accessory has been developed alongside the rest of the car to guarantee a perfect fit as well as Honda’s highest standards of quality, reliability, durability and 
safety.
So step in and define your drive.
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02 Chrome Pack 
Highlight your Jazz’s stand-out looks with sleek, shiny 

chrome Front Air Intake Garnish, Door Mirror Covers, Door 

Handle Covers, Upper Front Grille* and Tailgate Decoration*.

Made from high-quality materials to ensure a beautiful 

surface finish, the Chrome Pack has been designed by 

Honda to complete the sophisticated Jazz style.

* Only available for the Jazz Petrol version

03 Parking Sensors 
Squeeze into the smallest spaces without a scrape with 

these neatly integrated Parking Sensors.

Small and colour-matched to your car’s paintwork, the 

Parking Sensors issue a warning tone when you get too 

close to another vehicle or object, ensuring you never need 

damage your Jazz’s bodywork.

01 Front, Rear and Side Body Trims
Protect your Jazz’s perfect paintwork with a set of Body 

Trims.

Type 1 Trims are made from a black, soft, impact-resistant 

material

Type 2 Trims are made from a rigid material and painted to 

match your Jazz’s bodywork colour.

04 Tailgate Spoiler 
Enhance your Jazz’s sporty lines with a Tailgate Spoiler. 

Always painted to match your car’s body colour.

05 Door Visors
Keep the fresh air in and the elements out with these dark, 

transparent Door Visors.

06 B-Pillar Decoration
Get the ultra-sophisticated look with these metal-look 

covers, carefully designed to pick out your Jazz’s stylish 

shapes.
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Alloy Wheels

01  15” CRYSTAL Alloy Wheel
Black Pearl Windows with Diamond Cut A surface

02  15” STARLIGHT Alloy Wheel
Black Pearl Windows with Diamond Cut A surface

03  16” CRONOS Alloy Wheel
Machined A surface with full Colour Coat Chrome 

Shadow

04 16” TURBINE Alloy Wheel
Blade Silver Window with Diamond cut A surface

05 16” PROPELLER Alloy Wheel
Kaiser Silver Windows with Diamond Cut A surface
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02 Parking Aid Camera
The Parking Aid Camera helps you squeeze neatly into restricted 

parking spaces – without risking a bump with another car 

or obstacle. Optional with your SSD Navigation, the Parking 

Aid Camera gives you a clear picture of what’s behind you, 

displayed clearly on the 7” screen in front of you.

01 Solid State Drive (SSD) Navigation
Stay on track and on time with the Solid State Drive (SSD) 

Navigation system: 8GB of high route-calculation speed and 

optimum coverage, neatly integrated into your dashboard and 

with an optional Parking Aid Camera for easy parking once you 

get there.

03 HFT Bluetooth®

The HFT Bluetooth® set allows you to speak on your phone 

in safety and comfort, incorporating Honda’s own hands-free 

technology with easily reachable control buttons and your Jazz’s 

speakers to create a complete, high-quality hands-free system.

04 Honda 2.0 Compact Navigation
The Honda 2.0 Compact Navigation kit’s award-winning design 

and even more advanced routing capabilities offer the perfect 

alternative to an in-dash navigation system. Using Bluetooth 

wireless technology and our ecoRouteTM feature, planning your 

route has never been more effortless or fuel-efficient.

05 USB Adapter
The Honda-specific USB Adapter is essential for all music lovers, 

allowing you to hook your iPod® or MP3 player straight up to 

your Jazz’s audio system to play your favourite soundtrack for 

any trip.

06 Rear Entertainment System
Keep your backseat passengers entertained with the Honda 

Rear Entertainment System (RES). Easy for children to use and 

engineered to stay attached and intact even on impact, this 

beautifully designed and integrated DVD system means that 

every ride can be a fun ride.
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01 Central Armrest
Colour-matched to your Jazz’s interior and with a 

sleek leather look, the Central Armrest gives you 

more storage space, extra comfort and an executive 

feel for both driver and passenger. 
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02 Bicycle Carrier for Trailer Hitch
For petrol (non CVT) version only
The trouble-free way to carry a bike, whether for a leisurely 
holiday or a pleasant day away, the Bicycle Carrier for Trailer 
Hitch is quick and easy to attach and leaves access to the trunk 
of your car free. Suitable for the petrol-engine Jazz, the Bicycle 
Carrier is made of durable, premium quality materials and comes 
with a corrugated tube to protect the harness.

01 Trailer Hitch
For petrol (non CVT) version only

Engineered and designed specifically for the performance, 

towing capacity and bodywork of your petrol-engine Jazz, the 

Trailer Hitch can tow up to 1000 kilos towing weight and 95 

kilos vertical weight. Extensively tested and fitted with Honda 

connectors and sealed-wire routing, the Trailer Hitch causes 

absolutely no damage to the car body. Available as either a fixed 

or detachable option.

03 Roof Carriers
Leave nothing behind with a Honda Roof Carrier, complete with 
attachments to carry everything from skis and snowboards and 
extra luggage.
As well as expanding the carrying capacity of the car, the Roof 
Carrier frees up space inside to give your passengers a more 
comfortable, spacious ride.

Featuring a secure anti-theft lock, each Genuine Honda Roof 
Carrier is designed for the best possible design integration and 
security.
• Roof Rack Black: Carries up to 50kg.
• Ski & Snowboard Attachment: Carries up to 4 pairs of skis or 
2 snowboards.
• Topbox: Carries up to 350 litres of volume.
• Skibox: Carries up to 320 litres of volume.

03      Illuminated

02       Elegance 02       Rubber

04   
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02 Floor Carpets
An absolute must-have for any active person or 

family, these custom-fit Floor Carpets protect your 

Jazz’s interior from mud, sand, water and general dirt 

and keep your Jazz looking smart and clean.

Each Honda Floor Carpet carries a model-specific 

logo to complete your Jazz’s interior design. The 

Front carpets are fixed with the Honda Genuine 

Fixation System.

Choose from three stylish, high-quality finishes:

• Standard Floor Carpets with black needle felt 

carpet, woven binding and Jazz name tag

• Elegance Floor Carpets with black tufted carpet, 

nubuck binding, contrasting blue stitching and 

woven Jazz emblem

• Rubber mats in dark grey: colourfast, waterproof 

and fire-retardant

03 Doorstep Garnishes 
Step into style: the Illuminated Doorstep Garnish 

offers shiny stainless steel protection for the door sills 

and features a blue illuminated Jazz logo on the front 

garnishes. The Non-Illuminated Doorstep Garnish 

offers brushed stainless steel protection for the door 

sills and features an embossed logo.

04 Privacy shades
Keep the sun off the kids and the car climate cool 

with these glare-reducing, UV-resistant Privacy 

Shades. The Privacy Shades can be quickly and 

easily put up or taken down as necessary, and come 

with a complementary protective carry bag for easy 

storage.

Trunk & Utility
04 Cargo Mat
Protect the fabric lining of your Jazz’s trunk when transporting 
rough, dirty or bulky items. The Cargo Mat is manufactured in 
tough black carpet material with woven binding and designed to 
match the cargo area perfectly.

05 Trunk Tray 
For petrol version only
The Trunk Tray has been specifically designed for the petrol-
engine Jazz and is snugly fitted to the shape of the trunk, 
allowing you to transport wet and muddy active gear without 
getting your car dirty.
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